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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: AV Akademikerverlag | Theory and Application to
Macroeconomic Survey Data | Forecasting is of utmost importance in statistics. Besides the very
popular point forecasts, there are probability forecasts which naturally incorporate the uncertainty
associated with a prediction. Probability forecasts have first been used in meteorology, however,
applications are manifold, e.g. in economics the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF). In order
to determine "good" probability forecasts, the concepts of sharpness and calibration are
introduced. Calibration which is the statistical consistency between the forecasts and the
observations, is assessed by the Probability Integral Transform (PIT). Sharpness measures the
extent to which a probabilistic forecast is spread out and is assessed on the basis of so called
scoring rules. These scoring rules are introduced along with some properties, the most important
being (strict) propriety. Different scoring rules are introduced such as the quadratic score, the log
score or the Ranked Probability Score. The empirical analysis is based on the SPF dataset. In
addition to the single forecasts of the participants to the SPF, linear and logarithmic combinations
with different weighting schemes of these single forecasts are analysed. Finally, statistical tests for
equal predictice power in the sense of the well-known...
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The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of
looking at a created ebook.
-- Mr . K evin Her z og-- Mr . K evin Her z og

A brand new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of
reading through a written ebook.
-- Clem m ie Rolfson-- Clem m ie Rolfson
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